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BEGIN TRANSCRIPTION 1 

 [00:00:01] 2 

Senon: Okay, please state your full name? 3 

Elizabeth: Elizabeth Contreras 4 

Senon: Elizabeth Contreras 5 

Senon: Your birthday? 6 

Elizabeth: March 17th, 1959. 7 

Senon: Marital status? 8 
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Elizabeth: Single, solterona [single]. 9 

Senon: Solterona. So, no children, no? 10 

Elizabeth: Claro que no! [Of course not!] [laugh] 11 

Senon: Where were you born and raised? 12 

Elizabeth: I was actually born in Fresno, California and actually I am like fifth-generation 13 

Californian, so we’re the original Californios [Californians] and I moved to Sacramento when I 14 

was 15 years old. 15 

Senon: What did your parents do for living? 16 

Elizabeth: My mother actually, my mom actually, started out in the fields since she was five 17 

years old, picking cotton, picking grapes. We lived in Central Valley, papas [potatoes] the whole 18 

thing basically she hated the fields so did my father, so actually her and my dad got married. She 19 

actually started working to record store back in the ‘50s when they had all the records and all 20 

that. She worked in the Westside of Fresno from there, she went to go work at a really exclusive 21 

clothing store called Gottschalks and she was actually an accountant, so my mother became an 22 

account and my father actually was kind of a little rebel rouser got involved in the Chicano 23 

Movement. My dad got involved in the Chicano Movement when he went to Fresno City College 24 

in the ‘60s. So basically, he ended up getting a Masters in Rehabilitation, but he came in through 25 

State Rehab and work for the State. So that is how basically we got to Sacramento. He moved 26 

here as Affirmative Action Officer in the ’70, ‘73. 27 

Senon: Brothers and sisters? 28 
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Elizabeth: I have two brothers, my one brother is a pharmacist, he has a doctorate in pharmacy, 29 

married to a pharmacist. My other brother actually is a– he runs a company– like a company for 30 

like irrigation type stuff, and he has a bachelor. 31 

[00:02:01] 32 

Senon: They still living? 33 

Elizabeth: Yeah, Yeah.  34 

Senon: In the Central Valley? 35 

Elizabeth: No, we all live up here in Sacramento, so we all moved up here to Sacramento. So we 36 

moved from Fresno from the barrio to Orangevale, California which was a culture shock for us. 37 

Basically, because you know we were just finally lowriders and our cars and we were in 38 

Orangevale with just about 3% Latino probably 5 now because our family grew cuz they all live 39 

there, but it is basically not a lot of Latinos. 40 

Senon: Can you describe a little bit more about your experiences as child growing up? 41 

Elizabeth: So basically, we grew up my father was very involved in the Chicano Movement in 42 

Fresno, so my cousins were in the Brown Berets and my dad went to an all-Black school which 43 

is Edison. So, he actually knew a lot of the African American men that were also in the Black 44 

Panthers. So, my dad kinda had the movimiento [movement] on both the Black, African 45 

American side and Black Civil Right stuff and also the Latino with the Brown Berets. So 46 

basically, we grew up. I’m the oldest of 37 grandkids so there’s like 20 something on one and 16 47 

on the other, yeah big like that. We all kind of grew up in the same little barrio, same little 48 

neighborhood in Fresno. We were very traditional in a lot of ways; you know with are food with 49 
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our language with all of that. Of course, we spoke Spanglish which we do here and basically just 50 

really, really my parents just kinda moved up and it was kinda bittersweet that we moved to 51 

Sacramento cuz my father became the Affirmative Action Officer under the Jerry Brown era for 52 

the Department of Rehab in ‘73. So, they pulled me out in the middle of high school, so it was 53 

really kind of a culture shock that in Fresno the raíces [roots]. We grew up, my grandmother was 54 

the presidente de comité patriótica [President of Patriotic Committee]. 55 

[00:04:05] 56 

So we would like make food for César, you know, we knew all about the marches in Fresno. So 57 

in Fresno we were already involved in the marches. We knew Luis Váldez. We used to see Luis 58 

Váldez when he had a little church in Fresno before he even got big and he had this church that 59 

he would actually practices his plays in, and we would go on Friday nights and sometimes we’re 60 

the only people as family we were the only family in the whole thing watching so we’ve seen 61 

every single teatro [theater] that Luis has done. My father knew, of course, Luis because my dad 62 

went to Fresno State. So from Fresno City he went to Fresno State. So, we always kept in ties 63 

with Luis Váldez, so he was kind of my hero actually when I grew up. He was somebody that 64 

you could aspire to him, and César and all the good work that he was doing and actually I was 65 

kinda the alcaguete [go-between] in terms of my father would be involved in all this movement 66 

and he would take me as a little kid cuz if he took me then he wouldn’t get so much trouble for 67 

begin out so late. So basically, you know I was there very little. I remember meeting Ted 68 

Kennedy, Joan Kennedy. I remember one time, this is a really funny story, he was at the Selland 69 

Arena in Fresno. We were pretty small we were in grade school and they said to do a photoshoot. 70 

So César, and my mom, my dad, and Joan, and Ted Kennedy, and they said to get on the stage 71 

and hold hands and so I remember going up on stage and my little brother, he was little at the 72 
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time, he was probably like maybe first grade, maybe kindergarten. But he looked up at Ted 73 

Kennedy and he goes “man those people are white” and it was like cuz we’re all so prietos [dark 74 

skinned] cuz Fresno is like hot and we were laughing and I always think this is a teaching 75 

moment. 76 

[00:05:59] 77 

 My father just looked at him goes, “son, cuz where they live there’s no sun” and he goes “oh 78 

okay” and it was like a squashed, which was really cool and just really– understanding later on I 79 

understand the impact of the Kennedy movement, and César, and Dolores, and all of them. We 80 

were, in rooms with them, when they were having meetings as a little kid and so we grow up, 81 

and I grew up, in all that era. So, when a moved to Sacramento, it was a natural transition to 82 

actually be involved here in the Chicano Movement. And it was so odd because in Orangevale, 83 

of course, there wasn’t. So I would have to drive all the way Downtown to the Sacramento to the 84 

RCAF, to La Raza Bookstore to kind of get some of my excitement, some of my passion back 85 

because it was real different here in Sacramento cuz I didn’t know anybody and it spread out so 86 

it was real different. 87 

Senon: Where did you complete your community college? 88 

Elizabeth: So, I went to American River College, so I got my AA and at American River, I was 89 

actually very involved in the MEChA. So, in the MEChA that was me right away I was involved 90 

in MEChA, and I was also their Extended Opportunity Program Services Recruiter. So, my first 91 

year I was recruiting out in Del Paso Heights and the places that nobody wanted to go to, the 92 

other students didn’t want to go there, and I said I’ll take the Heights. It didn’t matter to me and I 93 

loved it, so [indistinguishable] Del Rio and Grant where I recruited and then from there I became 94 
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the student supervisor the next year that was pretty cool. So one of the most exciting things I 95 

remember is that Paul Sakihara at, I think he still works there, at ARC, we went to a meeting 96 

with all the EOPS statewide and he took me to the Zoot Suit Play. And I was just like astounded 97 

because I always wanted to go and so he said, we’ll get tickets and we went to the Zoot Suit Play 98 

and that was one of the most remarkable plays and it was just awesome. So, all of these kind of 99 

Chicano Movement, Chicano art you know you can call it entertainment,  100 

[00:08:02] 101 

but it was more like a cultural in terms of I don’t know how to explain it, like we had a thirst for 102 

it in LA it was there so that was really nice. So basically yeah, went to the play there and that 103 

was a big highlight in my era. From there, actually what happened is the late Isabel Serna 104 

recruited me to come work for Student Affirmative Action Program at Sac State. So, when I 105 

transferred 106 

Senon: What year was that? 107 

Elizabeth: That was actually 1979. So, I graduated in ‘79 and so the fall of ‘79 I started at Sac 108 

State, and she recruited me to come work for her. Her and Paul I guess they had talked about me, 109 

and she was so sweet and caring that she wanted me to come and work for her and do some 110 

really innovated things which I did, just to get it. Actually, the real movement during that time 111 

too with the MEChA and all that was to get more Chicanos into school and so you know when I 112 

went to Sac State, I was a Psychology major. And there was me and this Negrito (African 113 

American) and that was it we’re just the only ones in the class that was nobody else that was 114 

Latino there in the ‘70s or even in the early ‘80s. So that just kind of true different now, but it is 115 
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a lot of it is due to the efforts that we had early on in terms of bringing in the Chicanos and the 116 

Latinos in the educational system. 117 

Senon: Question number three is asking about the Mexican American Education Project, but you 118 

weren’t in that–  119 

Elizabeth: No, I wasn’t in it. No. 120 

Senon: In your college years you have taken some cultural classes and did those give you an 121 

orientation for you know how the movement was going on or what was going on within the 122 

movement. 123 

[00:10:00] 124 

Elizabeth: Actually, at American River College I took some cultural classes there, but to me it 125 

was pretty whitewashed at American River College. From there, I went to Sac State and I met 126 

Dr. Sam Rios and I was just like enthralled with all the information, and everything that he had 127 

in terms of the cultural aspects about how Latinos even got to– the Americas from the 128 

anthropological kind of philosophy that was really cool. I mean never thought about all these 129 

Latinos coming the Bering Strait or if not being Aztlán being all the way up into Arizona and 130 

California and all that was all news to me and so that really added my interest. He was one of 131 

and also José Montoya. I actually worked for his student Art Project that he had and for the 132 

Chicanito Science. So, I actually work for those two departments at the Washington 133 

Neighborhood Center. It was C street, C and 16th, and all the Chicano kids used to hang out there 134 

and what would happen is that we had we put an educational program together so as a student I 135 

was able to provide those classes and then later on to Washington Neighborhood Center hired me 136 

to work through SETA [Sacramento Employment and Training] and from there I started working 137 
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with Tony Gonzales, at the time, to do the big Lowrider Car Shows around the state and when 138 

the Lowrider Magazine first come out. So, I was doing recruitment, and recruitment meaning 139 

going up and down the state telling them about the shows and things like that. 140 

Senon: Tony Gonzales is he passed already- 141 

Elizabeth: Tony Gonzales, he passed, yeah 142 

Senon: We have been trying to find other people that have the experience of working with 143 

lowriders we are…(overlapping talk) 144 

Elizabeth: I can probably– a lot of them are passed, a lot of them died pretty young, but I can 145 

probably get some people for you. Cars whatever you need.  146 

Senon: Yeah, so the question was asking about cultural issues if the courses in cultural 147 

Anthropology have given you sort of a broader view on understanding what was going on in the 148 

Chicano Movement. 149 

[00:12:11] 150 

Elizabeth: Definitively, yeah it really added the whole– I think it was a historical component and 151 

then also just the fact that you know my dad begin so involved. We are always in San Francisco, 152 

where I have cousins that live in East LA, in Logan Heights, right there in San Diego so we were 153 

always kind of like it’s just kinda natural for us and my dad always was gonna go to– a meeting 154 

or some movimiento [movement] or something like that was always going on. So, I got to really 155 

witness a lot of that in terms of like when the fresh paint was on underneath the bridge at 156 

Coronado Bridge and all that. So yeah, you know my cousins lived in East LA right there where 157 

the what the Watts Riots were at. I remember that my dad driving right up to it and it was just 158 
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you know he would just explain things to us. I think the nice thing was that my father would 159 

explain the movement and what it meant and the pride you know, kinda giving us an identity and 160 

pride in who we were. Cuz there’s a lot of racism out there and we knew it as kids and how 161 

people would treat us. As a straight-A student and there were things that would happen to me 162 

throughout the years that it was like that, “That’s no fair!” (repeat) And he would explain it– to 163 

us in terms of racism and discrimination and how we have to be better and know more and not 164 

let it get us down. [laughs] 165 

Senon: What is a legacy way, way back, the question is: what the first instance of when was it 166 

that you first became attracted to the Chicano Movement? And that would take it way back. 167 

Elizabeth: I’ll be like 3th or 4th grade. Matter of fact, I was gonna bring my Chicano power 168 

patches cuz I still have them and some of the original huelga [strike] posters that I have. I still 169 

have them framed in my house. Um yeah, so we knew then by 7th grade, it was like we are 170 

already Chicanos. 171 

[00:14:08] 172 

And that word Chicano was also a bone of contention, of course, cuz my mom was a mexicana 173 

[Mexican] even though she was like you know original Californian. She just really was against 174 

that word and my father just explained to us that it was somebody who is like a political and 175 

activist and somebody who had education behind them and who took this word that supposedly 176 

meant Indio [Indian] or lower than and kind of took it to a higher level. So, we were always 177 

proud of the word Chicano.  178 

Senon: That is great! And the civil right movement you were also very involved in that, early on. 179 
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 Elizabeth: Very involved! And then actually seeing it kind of come to volition [might have 180 

meant fruition] in terms of my father being the Affirmative Action Officer and him, you know 181 

used to work up and down the state. I remember him telling me you know, “I am in East LA” 182 

and it’s 1969 or ‘70 and he would say, “there is like 4% Latinos and they’re all janitors.” That 183 

was it, like in East LA. Really? So, he would do a lot of the recruitment and efforts down there 184 

like he’d go to UCLA and kind of infiltrate the system in terms of recruiting people to come in at 185 

any level and then move through, and move through the system. So, I think it was those early 186 

champions, those early warriors, those early trail blazers that real people forget that you know, 187 

Oh, they just think you know, forgot affirmative action or I don’t want to get it because 188 

affirmative action. And if it wasn’t for them and that you got a movement, they wouldn’t have 189 

the jobs they have today.  190 

Senon: That’s right! 191 

Elizabeth: And I think that’s forgotten.  192 

Interviewer: Did your involvement of the Chicano Movement change you personally? 193 

Elizabeth: Yeah. It didn’t even seem like it changed me, it seems like that is what I always was. 194 

You know it’s kinda of like with my grandma begin very involved in the comité patriotico 195 

[Patriotic Committee] there in Fresno and us, it’s who we are–  to me it was who I was always. 196 

[00:16:06] 197 

My brother, my brother that is a pharmacist. I think he is getting it now that he is older, but you 198 

know, but yeah, it was always just who we were. 199 

Senon: Who were to define you from the very beginning–  200 
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Elizabeth: Yeah, from the very beginning. 201 

Senon: Role of women in the movimiento [movement]. What role do you believe Chicanas 202 

played in the movement? 203 

Elizabeth: I think that we were, we did– I mean Dolores I just– admired her so much that she was 204 

right there– always with Cesar, right there with the meetings. I know a lot women got flacked for 205 

being involved, you know being out late at night, and being out all hours are leaving their kids 206 

and all of that. But it’s kind of like you know the men did it. And if the women did it, I think  207 

they got a little bit of flack for it, but at the same time they were doing they were the trail blazers 208 

for us, and they did a lot of that work that needed to happen and it was kind of getting away from 209 

the old ‘50s models of you know, stay at home and the mothers stays at home. These women 210 

were out there, you know doing a lot of that– the work that still making the signs, they were 211 

doing the recruitment, they were answering the phones, they are doing just so many things along 212 

with that making decision you know and helping the men make decisions. So, I think that the 213 

women played a pretty good role. I think there was not enough women involved to tell you the 214 

truth, but I think they took different angles like me in terms of education and things like that. 215 

Senon: Let see if we can go a little deeper into that as a young woman growing up in the home 216 

and the surroundings that you did you had a different orientation or you didn’t have the doubts or 217 

the questions or the issues that held you back from assuming roles that were there, but other 218 

women that you encountered as you were going into college. How did you see them or how did 219 

they can you explore that how they saw themselves, the barriers the challenges that they had? 220 

[00:18:09] 221 
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Elizabeth: That is an excellent question! And I was thinking about that as you were talking so 222 

many things banged around my head, but basically, I grew up as the oldest. So, I grew up 223 

cooking and cleaning. I could cook a whole dinner by the time I was in 4th and 5th grade. I mean, 224 

I know how to cook, I know how to clean, I know how to take care of a house, everything. My 225 

mother made me super responsible cuz she always worked. So what happened is that I would 226 

babysit kids. I would do all of this. So, I knew that domestic side and I was like this is not what I 227 

want to do. I already knew it. I want to go to school. I wanted to be on a plane. I wanted to travel. 228 

I wanted to do things and it was like, oh my God, and I would go, and I would actually see 229 

women who would be kids, girls would get pregnant and they would that be the end of their 230 

careers and I was like, “Oh my God. Oh no!” and I remember actually being a recruiter for EOPS 231 

at American River College to go to school and I would have to go into the neighborhood. So, I 232 

actually went into this barrio [neighborhood] in the middle of Del Paso, where it is now is a 233 

cornfield all around it and I had to actually talk to two young ladies that wanted to go to school 234 

so bad and their father was like, “No, she can’t to go to school because if she goes she’s going to 235 

be around men and she’s going to be this and she’s going to be that and he said, you’re going to 236 

be responsible for her, if she goes.” I was like and they go, “Say anything, say anything. We just 237 

want to go to school!” and I said, “Okay.” And so, he said, I was responsible for them and one of 238 

them ended up pregnant. [laughs] Actually, she still works for our department now, which it all 239 

turned out good, but it was just I seen a lot of barriers where women could not be who they were 240 

and I remember my grandmother telling me at a very young age that I had a spirit to me and 241 

“Don’t let them ever break your spirit.” And I didn’t understand that and I was inquieta (unable 242 

to be still) and I was kinda of precocious kind of thing. They always had to told me like that, 243 

[00:20:03] 244 
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but I was just really inquiring about the world and I think a lot of women even to this day they’re 245 

afraid—to travel, they’re afraid to go places or eat alone or do things like that. And I think a lot 246 

of that comes from our old school tradition, you know, and I think it is a barrier, but it’s also part 247 

of the tradition, which is really important to protect your family, and protect your children. But I 248 

think I made a decision early on that children were never going to be in my life and I had already 249 

knew it wasn’t going to happen and that’s really rare to actually for a Chicana to grow up that 250 

kind of sturdy and say “nope it’s not going to happen!” But being around all those little kids. I 251 

didn’t have a childhood. So I think that was part of it, not having a true childhood, in that 252 

respect. Does that help or you need more?  253 

Senon: I think that answers it, I think sometimes it’s misunderstood. The behavior of a quiet 254 

submissive young woman of Mexican descent as somebody who has no dreams or who has no 255 

aspirations beyond the close world that she came from, but I have an idea that there is a lot more 256 

there, but the barriers are very severe and they’re so ingrained that unless in the movement where 257 

there’s a lot people and they’re all encouraging you and they’re inviting you and they’re giving 258 

you things to do that all of us and you discover a new you– 259 

 Elizabeth: Absolutely. 260 

Senon:  And that new you once you discover it can never be contained, but I think women faced 261 

that. In my memory when I started teaching in ’69 a lot of Chicanas were coming through very, 262 

very much the way that you described in a very controlled from a culture that confined them and 263 

defined them what their life was to be. 264 

[00:22:11] 265 
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And yet by the time four years had gone by they had changed and they were the most outspoken, 266 

the most aggressive, the most involved. Yeah, they did the kitchen things, but they were out 267 

there, and you know you couldn’t stop them. We would go to a meeting of some kind and they 268 

would be very cruciferous, very vocal, very aggressive in their stands for Chicanos that profiled 269 

as being leaders here and there and la raya [the line] they would kind of like not be there, and 270 

they would be the women who would be arguing the issues further. So, I was just curious as how 271 

you saw what’s going on. 272 

[00:23:02] 273 

Elizabeth: Yeah absolutely, you’re right. It’s like they needed models– that was really difficult 274 

because they’re far and few between in terms of the female role models that were moving 275 

towards. But a lot of Latinas a lot of Chicanas would kinda– they would kinda clomp on to me, 276 

you know and I said the alcahueta [go-between] [laugh] come on let’s do this, let’s explore. 277 

Senon: The next question asks about what did you personally initiate or help initiate in the 278 

movimiento Chicano [Chicano Movement]?  279 

Elizabeth: Yeah, I think some of my first was actually being really super involved at the MEChA 280 

at American River College, where we would have Cinco de Mayo weeks. Where actually, and I 281 

know they said that City College had it, but no AR did it, but I actually had, at American River 282 

College, had the first lowrider car show, and it was all part of a recruitment effort. They were 283 

Chicanos kids out there that never even been to a University or college or anything. So, it was 284 

like “Come on and let’s go. Come over here!” and you can hit drive your cars up on that. 285 

[00:24:08] 286 
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You know up on the grass and stuff, and it was amazing. I think I remember we had like 55 cars 287 

and we have to stop. Lorenzo Patiño was actually one of the judges. So he’s good friends with 288 

my father, the late Lorenzo Patiño, and it was actually one of the first Chicano judges. Anyways, 289 

he was one of the judges and my father and some other folks that he had been in the movement 290 

and it was just a wonderful event and after that [Sacramento] City [College] had it and then I had 291 

another one at Sac State, but I think just really and them just actually doing the cultural 292 

components and having people come to speak during the Cinco de Mayo weeks during the 293 

Mexican Independence weeks. But just kind of moving hat through and it was very– active for 3 294 

years and then from there went to Sac State and that’s at Sac State again recruiting Chicano 295 

students, recruiting students to come to college. So, I think that was a big part that I did there in 296 

terms of recruitment for the universities and for the colleges. My numbers were like outrageous 297 

compared to others. So, I was doing a lot of that kind of work then and then working for the 298 

Chicanito Science and working at the Washington Neighborhood Center, doing all of that all of 299 

that. And then also very involved in the community, what we would do at actually AR is I 300 

developed the kind of a multicultural even to this day I'm very multicultural very good friends 301 

with the African American caucus, with Asian caucus, with the now the Russian-Slavic caucus 302 

and just really being involved as a cultural in terms of kind of unity in terms of all and I thought 303 

that was really important too. So, now working at Sac State as a professor and all of that, it's 304 

been very interesting. Yeah, it was like almost I'm going to be really honest with you on this 305 

unbelievable I never, I remember the first time Isabel [Hernández-Serna] seen me we are both 306 

going to turn into a parking spot she looked and then that I had the university she was like 307 

“wow!” and so yeah cuz a little Chicanita that comes from Fresno. 308 

[00:26:06] 309 
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That you know that you said big voice, very confident never in a million years did I think that 310 

that would happen, but it did and then that’s what’s real important. I remember one time working 311 

for UC Davis and tears come to my eyes. I work for UC Davis for their extension for Health and 312 

Human Services and I remember teaching mental health and alcohol and drug and all these 313 

classes that I would teach and there was a Chicanita in Fresno and she goes “Come here. I want 314 

to talk to you.” And I go, “What mija [sweety or endearing term, literally means my daughter]?” 315 

and she goes “I am going to ask you a question” and I go, “What?” And she goes, “How did you 316 

get so smart?” and I mean just tears came to my eyes and she said, “No really. How did you get 317 

so smart?” And I was like, “You are smart too mija [daughter] you know,” I said, “Just 318 

sometimes you just have to find it within you.” And I think that that was really, really just like 319 

man there is a lot of people that are oppressed. I never seen a Chicana teacher. I remember one 320 

kid came in one time I teach on the weekends and some Chicano kid came in with a black guy. I 321 

always teach Super Bowl Sundays for seven times. He came in with a black eye and like a cut or 322 

something like that, and he smelled like alcohol and this is an alcohol and drug class. So my dad 323 

and mom bought me this shirt look like Santana and it’s a Vitrales de France, but you wouldn’t 324 

know it looks like Santana so I had it on and suit kind of and I had it underneath. So, the kid 325 

came up and said, “I’m going to ask you a question.” And I go, “What?” “Is the teacher cool?” 326 

And I said, “I don’t know mijo [son] you looking at her and ask her.” and he went “Ugh!” like 327 

[laugh] you know, just never expected it or walking into classes and going, “Are you really the 328 

teacher?” “Yeah,” and that was like “Wow” and I thought “don’t fight it just you know, you'll 329 

see and just and keep on going” like they, of course with Caucasian kids too you know they’re 330 

looking at you and looking at you up and down and trying to size you up and different things like 331 

that so those were challenges.  332 
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[00:28:04] 333 

And I know that it took a lot of inner strength and knowledge and professionalism to win them 334 

over, but it happens–and I think cuz they're shocked to see you. Yeah. So I think that was real, 335 

but when you go with your gente [people] that's the part that's really, really fun because they're 336 

able to see you. I cannot tell you how many Chicanos/Latinos that I have mentored and called 337 

and don’t even recognize and they’ll tell me…I have right now because I work for drug and 338 

alcohol. There's a lot of Chicanos that get out of the joint. So, these are guys that get out the done 339 

time. They’ve done serious time, so they know I teach the alcohol and drug class at the county, 340 

so they heard about me, they say, “Can I sit in your class? I am going to this recovery group.” 341 

“Come on in.” “I am sitting in the front, front seat.” “I’m gonna save you a spot in the front, 342 

front seat.” “Really?” “You don't have to pay or anything.” I have guys right now they're getting 343 

of LCSWs, they’re are getting BAs, they are getting a Masters, they’re getting Associates. I have 344 

one kid right now working on his Doctorate and basically married a PhD, and I think that is the 345 

part that whole instilling that hope and that somebody there and these are people that call me like 346 

some of them will call me once a month, some of them will call me three times a month 347 

depending, but they always call me. And I think just having that person in the community that 348 

somebody knows, “Hey, she can listen to you she won't judge, she’s a straight shooter, she'll tell 349 

you what you could do, you know or help you through, navigate through these systems.” Cuz 350 

systems are not easy and they’re really a lot of these systems are made to build barriers and to 351 

understand that you know, “No te agüites [don’t worry] man and you're going to get this.” They 352 

just look at me. You know, they’ll have me. “Can you explain me the sentence to me?” you 353 

know and I’m like, “okay let's do it this way.” “Oh yeah. I get it!” But you know those kinds of 354 

things that I think that our kids–our future really needs a lot of that kind of mentorship. 355 
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[00:30:04] 356 

Senon: Is Mi Casa still going on? 357 

Elizabeth: The Mi Casa? you know what Mi Casa just got–terminated last year because of 358 

funding, but they're looking at trying to bring it back in another aspect, but yeah Paul–yeah, we 359 

work with them though with the Mexican American I think they call it something else… Alcohol 360 

Program. Yeah, that Cruz Reynoso started. 361 

Senon: Yeah, I worked with them for many years back. Let’s go back to the lowriders–Who are 362 

they? What is that about? What is going on that that made it such a big part of the movement, the 363 

Chicano Movement? 364 

Elizabeth:  First of all, it was a joke in our family that I was conceived in a lowrider [laughs]. In 365 

a 50 Chevy, so I always knew that as I was a kid that was just off the thing and it was something 366 

pretty interesting. Of course, cuz they are big cars my mom and dad hooked up or whatever, but 367 

anyway they're still together now you know 60 years later. But anyway, but really interesting is 368 

that it was all in Fresno. It was kind of my dad had a lowrider and it was just what it was, and I 369 

think a big part of it was going to East LA, but really understanding that the art the symbolism, 370 

the beauty of our culture, and being a little bit different and maybe a little bit prideful of who we 371 

were and I think that the cars all of that really people– were really unique in their art in there and 372 

their murals and how they did their cars and how they lowered them. Lifted them whatever and I 373 

think a big part of that was to give kids like something to aspire to and I think at that time and it 374 

is an artful-- form of course, it has a lot of negativity out there which I think that is really sad 375 

because the car is a really– it was an extension here in California.  376 

[00:32:03] 377 
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Especially, here in California, it was an extension of self. You know we were gonna get in our 378 

car. We were gonna get in our ranfla [car]. We’re gonna get with you know the most beautiful 379 

the most beautiful jaina [woman] that was gonna be next to us, and we’re gonna cruise and have 380 

a good time. Of course, there’s a lot of envidia [envy], we have in our culture, which is too bad, 381 

but I think the artful part was something that really went to a whole other level. The Lowrider 382 

magazine really took off, um I was actually I worked with them and several cars shows, big 383 

super shows and things like that doing work, a lot younger doing work with them and I think it 384 

was a way for the community to come together and it was in the ‘70s and the ‘80s. It got really 385 

bad, I’m going to be real honest with you. It got bad when the drugs came in the ‘90s it started 386 

becoming more people were investing way a lot of money from cars and drugs and all that, but 387 

it's just like anything else. You know something can go a haywire. I still work with all the cars… 388 

I just bought Luis Váldez. We did a big car show for him, ‘40s and ‘50s and ‘60s. We had all the 389 

cars out there. He loved it, but I think that it is a very artful– project that people have and they’re 390 

very prideful of and it is a Chicano–thing. That's basically what it is. I mean you can’t really get 391 

away from that. I think it does give a lot of we do…There’s people that think very negatively of 392 

it, but I always even my mom used to say, hay esos pelados [those guys] and it was like at the 393 

same time, it was like, “No it’s not. These guys have good jobs, you know they have money to 394 

have that car different things like that.” So always just looking at it as a positive way and I think 395 

that we did a lot of work with that. 396 

Senon: It’s something that needs a lot more airing out, a lot of publicity, a lot more information 397 

for people to come to a better understanding what is involved and it’s like you’re saying it’s 398 

more than a car.  399 

[00:34:05] 400 
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There’s an identity to that car, there’s an identity to the person that is in that car, an identity to 401 

the person that decorates them, that fixes them, that keeps them moving, they’re all older cars 402 

you know a mostly got them all slicked up and so there’s something about the person, about the 403 

creativity of the person– 404 

Elizabeth: Absolutely. 405 

Senon: that needs to be kept in mind when a person judges–  406 

Elizabeth: Yeah. 407 

Senon: You know that this isn’t just anybody and you’re a lowrider. You have to have a level of 408 

creativity and the mindset that is clever enough, and mechanical enough, and technical enough 409 

and there you go. You got all the ingredients for high tech kind of you know endeavors, 410 

industries and whatever, so we got probably some of our– better technicians and scientists 411 

involved beginning as lowriders– 412 

Elizabeth: Exactly. 413 

Senon: They just get–to a certain point, and then the stigma holds them rather than because 414 

there’s a lack of understanding as to what’s involved, so I have a real strong interest in figuring 415 

out how to bring more people in that can talk about and bring that info that we need so that the 416 

next generation doesn’t go through that judging again and putting down and you know but rather 417 

looks at them as here are young people and older people who have a background that we can tap 418 

on to for the next jump– 419 

Elizabeth: Exactly. 420 
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Senon: The next stage, the next generation of people that we need in this society, you know they 421 

have something to contribute.  422 

Elizabeth: Yeah. My brother still has his 54 Chevy. So yeah, they stole my 64 it was so sad, but 423 

they stole mine and he still has it cuz we had matching low riders and it was like we moved to 424 

the Orangevale and my mom was like, “I don’t know if you could drive these cars out here.” 425 

We’re like “Ahhh,” but good. 426 

[00:36:11] 427 

Senon: Did the Movimiento Chicano [Chicano Movement] raise your consciousness along social 428 

cultural and political lines? Those are the questions, but… 429 

Elizabeth: Oh definitely, yeah but socially definitely in terms of the whole movement that was 430 

going on and understanding the– I mean, just really understanding RCAF and their creativity and 431 

everything they did here in Sacramento and affirmative action and definitely all of that it 432 

influenced my entire– the rest of my life. I'm trying to explain a Cubano [Cuban] what 433 

Chicanism [sic] is. Very interesting, I had a lot of fun time doing that. Yeah. 434 

Senon: Yeah, so it seems like from what I'm understanding from the very beginning from the 435 

time that you were very small, you are already being made aware of the social ramifications and 436 

cultural political. So, you’ve had a good experience coming up– 437 

Elizabeth: Yeah, very unique. I think it’s pretty unique. 438 

Senon:  How do you think the Chicano Movement impacted your career your selection of a 439 

career? 440 

Elizabeth: Yeah, for a while there when I was doing all the lowrider car shows for free and doing 441 

all the stuff of running around the San Jose to LA, you know my mom was like, “Ahhh, you’re 442 
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wasting your time,” but my dad was like “No, you’re not, you know you're getting out there and 443 

you're learning.” I learned how to organize, I learned how to fundraise, I learned how to do all 444 

kinds of different things. And I think that with all of with all that that movement and everything 445 

in mentoring and knowing people and networking, I mean I've been want to do a big show over 446 

here at Hughes Stadium. I already got it in mind that you know what I would like to do and 447 

honestly, I think that…ask me the question one more time, sorry. Yeah is that good? So 448 

basically. 449 

[00:38:06:] 450 

Senon: Yeah. That's what I'm trying to get is like how the movement affected your career?  How 451 

you developed it? How it’s gone because you’ve done so many things.  452 

Elizabeth: I have done so many things and I think I mean I can't even tell you how many things I 453 

mean I could, but it's a lot but I'm basically just really 20 years have all been front line work. So 454 

basically, my career has all been front line where I worked in the Juvenile Hall in the--foster 455 

homes with all these Chicanito kids. I worked at Project Maestras as a bilingual teacher. I 456 

worked in recruiting for colleges and universities and then went to go work as a welfare worker. 457 

When I was welfare worker and then became a special skills worker in child protective services. 458 

You know all of it always working with Chicano/Latino people that were coming through the 459 

system in understanding it and actually now I've been in Sacramento County for 26 years. I've 460 

been involved in the Latino Caucus and to continue to start those Civil Rights questions and 461 

pushing that and getting more people a lot of these kids getting--them into a higher positions, so 462 

I've had a really I think a good vantage point to be able to do all that–work.  463 
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Senon: So, looking at all those areas of work and experiences must have shown you areas that 464 

still need a lot of work that a lot of issues that are not resolved that need resolution. What would 465 

some of those be? 466 

Elizabeth: I think a big part of some of that would be the identity of what is a Chicano of what is 467 

a Latino. I have kids that come into my classes that tell me things like, “It's not a good time to be 468 

a Mexican.” And I go, “When is it a good time, you know?” [laugh], I just flip it, has it ever been 469 

a good time, you know. 470 

[00:40:06] 471 

And so those kinds of things that I think the cultural identity now with all the technology and 472 

Facebook and all that is that people don't really-- want to identify. It's that shame and that hatred 473 

has come back to such a– God like a horrific point where I'm just like man, I can't even believe 474 

some of the some of the things. I go into the Central Valley and I remember right this one man 475 

his name was José Hernández and he's like, ”I'm Josie Hernandez [in an Anglicized the voice] 476 

and don't you forget it!” and I'm like okay, you know “Josie Hernandez,” but it's still that 477 

constant self-hatred that constant identity crisis that they have that people have the stigma with 478 

being quote Mexican or Latino and really negative about it, still calling theirselves [sic] Spanish 479 

and my family has been to Spain I don't know how many times. So, I'm like what part of Spain 480 

are they from you know [laugh] Fresno and Madera and Coalinga are not a part of Spain [laugh], 481 

so it's like really interesting. So just real–I think a lot of the self-identity is just real, real 482 

negative. I think also, too, the kids there not a lot of places that people can go as a group right 483 

away at work. If you're at your job and you hang around with three Latinos. Oh, we're gang--, 484 

“Oh there comes trouble!” If there's three Latinos that are hanging around at one time, so all that 485 

racial profiling is horrible. It's horrible at work so there's Mexican people at work that don't even 486 
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talk to me unless they see me outside and then they act like you're my best friend. But at work 487 

they act like they don’t know me. There's a lot of-- self-hatred, shame. Whatever I can’t identify 488 

with her they said, “You'll never really get high up, in work because you act too Latina and you 489 

need to straighten your hair and you need to not wear your big earrings and you need to …” and 490 

it's like I just look at. I’m like, “It's not going to happen [laugh] I’ll get it my way.” 491 

[00:42:05] 492 

 So, I think there's a lot of– that. I think with jobs education, we’re 1.9% with a PhD. I mean 493 

we’re less than 1% as a professor, if you look nationally as a professor at a university, so when 494 

students do come in and say, “Are you really the teacher?” They really mean it cuz they haven’t 495 

seen them. You know that is the bottom line and when I tell them that they just look at me. “Oh, 496 

that cannot be.” It is like it is, tell me other Chicanas professors you have over here.   497 

Senon: Sac State has lost a lot.  498 

Elizabeth: We have and they're not rehiring them. Nope, they’re not. Yup. 499 

Senon: I have an idea that the connection with the community got lost–sometime way back. 500 

Elizabeth: It did, it got lost. 501 

Senon: Therefore the reconfirmation, the reaffirmation, the feedback that you need it's not there. 502 

So, when you’re in trouble up there, you have no support–  503 

Elizabeth: Exactly.  504 

Senon: You have no community. Nobody else knows about you and if you go down there trying 505 

to elicit support, they don’t know you. I mean what’s…you’re not gonna get it and I think that 506 

the Chicano Movement when we were actively– 507 

Elizabeth: and Strong. 508 
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Senon: doing things we had that connection with community and who we were up there was one 509 

and the closer you came and making it a reality the better the experience was if you did it by 510 

yourself, it’s not a good–thing  511 

Elizabeth: And you still can’t. I mean I just like you, said that community connection. We’re in 512 

Fresno and we moved to Sacramento. We already knew about the Montoya’s. I mean my brother 513 

played in in the band and in the Casindo [Trio Casindio, Royal Chicano Air Force]--band, we 514 

knew Richard Montoya and all of that. I mean it was just an automatic connection. 515 

[00:44:06] 516 

And we just happen to live in the same neighborhood. We went to the same high school and 517 

that’s that connection. Always you grow up with families you grow up in terms of the second, 518 

third generation and then not only that they’re there for your work or for your job or anything. 519 

Now, you're up there. You got a problem, good luck buddy. Good luck because no one’s gonna 520 

have your back on that one.  521 

Senon: Oscar Salinas and some of the other poets that came out of Fresno. Are they still around? 522 

Elizabeth: Oscar Salinas, um who’s the other one? 523 

Senon: Oscar Salinas, yeah I forget… 524 

Elizabeth: That one artist that's my dad's friend that when all the original lowrider, one of the 525 

original ones that started the lowrider movement not Louie the Foot. Oh God, I forget his name. 526 

It’ll come to me, but he’s awesome. If you could ever talk to him. He’s in Fresno. He’s a 527 

professor, art professor. What is his name? Everybody whenever I talk to people [indistinct] 528 

Senon: If you ever think his name, or, not ever, but– when you think of his name.  529 

Elizabeth: I will think of his name. I’ll let you know– 530 

Senon: Give a call and let me know– 531 
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Elizabeth: He’s an artist. He used to paint and spray all the cars back in the day and stuff. My 532 

dad told how he used to do that, but he’s an artist now, everybody knows him at Fresno State. He 533 

is a professor. 534 

Senon: It was Oscar Salinas that was a poet and he came up and he did a lot poetry readings over 535 

here with Olivia Castellano. 536 

Elizabeth: Oh yeah.  537 

Senon: The Escritores del Quinto Sol [Writers of the Fifth Sun], or something like that– 538 

Elizabeth: Yeah, Quinto Sol [Fifth Sun]. 539 

Senon: Escritores [writers] that they used to have the big talleres [workshops]. Listen, there 540 

would be an exchange of poets open down the San Joaquin Valley, but especially in Modesto 541 

and Fresno they used to come up. I got a call from one of them some time back saying he was 542 

interested in what we’re doing and if they could participate and I said, yeah, we're right now 543 

focused here in Sacramento. 544 

[00:46:08] 545 

But I’d like to see how we can identify and invite people to come out and so we’ll see how that 546 

develops. 547 

Senon:  That one man he’d be really interesting. He's the artist. Yeah, he's real. My dad said, he 548 

was the one that they used to chop the tops up off of the cars and all that yeah--, he used to tell 549 

me how they used to lower him with bricks [laugh]. They know all that [indistinctive] yeah they 550 

know all that great stuff so okay. 551 

Senon: Community life here in Sacramento changed because of the Chicano Movement tell 552 

me about that. What is your perception?  553 
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Elizabeth: Very active in the community in the ‘70s and ‘80s here with the marches and with just 554 

really doing the big community events for-- education, I think you mean changing in terms of 555 

that it's gone down since the 2000s yeah, you know everything now you need permits. There's a 556 

lot of barriers you know you need permits. You can’t people used to cruise her way to William 557 

Land Park you can't do that anymore, you know they took it away. So, it just seemed like 558 

anytime that Latinos/Chicanos we're gonna congregate. There was always an issue, so it seemed 559 

like a lot. You know the racial profiling the police would come out different. I remember Sam 560 

Ortega trying to make a club over here on top of the Caballo Blanco [restaurant on Franklin 561 

Blvd. in Sacramento] and you know; it was a place of meeting. It wasn’t just only a club. The 562 

Chicanos would know after meeting, you’d have a meeting there, and I remember him having to 563 

use plastic cups you know he’d have to buy plastic throw-away cups. So there was always 564 

something that whenever we were trying to get together that the police would be out in like triple 565 

and quadruple force and people wouldn't wanna go and I don't know you know part of it is fear, 566 

hatred, discrimination, the other part could be that they were-- not people that were 567 

communicating or people that really understood us. We've always been always heard as “here 568 

comes trouble.” 569 

[00:48:05] 570 

 You know whenever we do something in the community, “here comes trouble.” Even the 571 

lowriders now, they tell me, “Oh we go out and we do events but we can't call it lowrider. We 572 

gotta call it ‘50s car show or ‘60s car show, but all our lowriders are gonna go, but we can't say 573 

that now.” Because the people even though they're all lowriders, they can't say that. Those kinds 574 

of things that just kind of I don't know if you wanna call it, white wash or just when you get 575 

something and you just bleach it out [laugh] or whatever you wanna call it, but it's a constant– 576 
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with everything that we're doing now, you know we're calling each other “HISpanic” you know 577 

what, I love George Lopez for saying. Yep, it’s “HISpanic” [laugh] cuz there’s a whole bunch of 578 

what’s coming down here. I love George for saying that, but it is so true. So, I think that the 579 

community has changed. There’s a lot more need and you know there’s some multicultural 580 

events and different things. But I mean just like we don't have no more Latinos Festival that’s 581 

done. We used to have the Latino Social Network– gone about 8 years ago. We used to have 582 

Latino Behavioral Health where we would have education and conferences that was always in 583 

LA gone. That was gone cuz nobody else wanted to take be the organizer of it anymore for that 584 

one, so those kinds of things that is just you know, we're all just mainstream is false. We’re not 585 

mainstream. 586 

Senon: Right. There needs to be that leadership well after we get done, I have another question 587 

for you. Many people in the movement have passed away. Unfortunately, when we started this 588 

we found out we had 99 of the activists we could easily identify from the Sacramento area had 589 

already passed this was in 2013 so in 2014 came more people got sick and the Alzheimer's, the 590 

dementia, whatever, heart attack, whatever. 591 

[00:50:04] 592 

In 2015 and you know the same thing it’s a lot of people are going so the need to record the 593 

histories and to get that like archived. So that, at least there's a place where people can go and get 594 

that information and discover what actually took place from the people who did it, you know like 595 

people that try to write about something that they heard… 596 

Elizabeth: Exactly. 597 

Senon: But who were the people that you will keep always in mind or who you believe played a 598 

big role in this? 599 
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Elizabeth: In the movement was José Montoya, Luis Váldez, César Chávez, my father for 600 

introducing me to it, my grandmother for introducing me to it, to the movement. I think also like 601 

Corky Gonzales when I went, we went down for the Chicano Movement. The moratorium for the 602 

10 year just Dolores Huerta. I mean all the RCAF here from Sacramento, Cruz Reynoso–that 603 

was judge still talk to him just had him do a big conference the other day. Also, Lorenzo Patiño I 604 

mean we’re just all like we’d loved him. Unfortunately, he passed very young of leukemia, you 605 

know the kids, the Chicano kids that were out there, the Brown Berets there’s still one or two left 606 

that I know are still out there and actually I'm trying to think and some of the professors you 607 

know some of the-- professors at Sac State, you know Esteban Villa and all that was there and so 608 

Jose and Sam Ríos. They played a big– role. I had Andy also Rendón also, so I had him, he was 609 

pretty cool, pretty awesome. But just really there was a lot of people out there that were in the 610 

movement, of course, César and all of them. So yeah, I think they played a big– role. 611 

[00:52:04] 612 

Senon: How about community people? 613 

Elizabeth: Community people well like the community person like I know the whole...  614 

Senon: Like El Concilio the Washington Neighborhood Center. 615 

Elizabeth: Oh okay there was, yeah the Washington Neighborhood Center–  and also the 616 

Concilio here. They have a Concilio in Galt. They had the like the MAAP [Mexican American 617 

Alcohol Program] which is Mexican American drug program was real big that we still utilize 618 

now. All the MEChA’s. The MEChA’s were just like to me they were the hub. We all used to 619 

have the UC Davis, Sac State we would actually do events together all of us Sac State, UC 620 

Davis, AR, and [Sacramento] City. So, we would do big events together that was also really cool 621 

where we would actually have meetings together. The presidents that– the board people would 622 
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do that, so I think those were all real– important even though the food places we used to have 623 

you know like Southside Park. We used to have events at Southside Park. Those they're far and 624 

few between. I mean they have metal detectors and all kinds of stuff out there now; you know 625 

those kinds of things were much more. Miller Park, there was Miller Park they used to have 626 

things in the community there. We had a lot of stuff at Land Park until you know Anne Rubin 627 

[former Sacramento mayor] came in decided that was an extension of her front yard and so all 628 

those kind of stuff [laugh] were you know decimated, and they were strategically decimated cuz 629 

we’ve seen that happen with the lowriders and with the folks we already knew, you know this 630 

isn’t gonna happen anymore. We would do the big events at the community for Festival Latino 631 

in Old Sac and then one little-- pleito [fight] happened and then that was it. We were done, but 632 

then they still have the Asian Pacific thing there. They still have all the other ones, but all the 633 

time when there's Latinos was always an issue with us, you know. 634 

[00:54:00] 635 

Senon: Yeah. What do you think are some of the current or future challenges for the Chicano 636 

community? 637 

Elizabeth: The future challenges is education is actually upward mobility I think that's huge in 638 

terms of and really staying with identity because once you make it, I have a master's degree, once 639 

you make it's like you've arrived and you don't have to be like that anymore and it's like the sense 640 

of like, “Well, you don't have to do that stuff anymore because you’ve made it now.” And it’s 641 

like, “Do what? This is part of me.” “You don't have to act like you're so Mexican or so Latino.” 642 

I said, “How do you act like you’re so Mexican or so Latino? It’s who I am!” And so I think 643 

that's always gonna be an issue here of the shame of our past ancestors that came here of you 644 

know, our family that maybe crossed the borders through however they did to desert through– 645 
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rivers through ríos to get here for the future and that is gone now within one generation. And I 646 

think that is a huge issue too. We all want to make it with our technology and the iPhones and 647 

then we're done now. It’s dye hair blond and you know and put blue contacts on, literally or 648 

psychologically and we're cool and let’s not act like too Mexican, let’ not act like we’re Chicano. 649 

You don't even use that … “You would use that word Chicano? What’s wrong with you? What is 650 

that?” When I travel to the Caribe travel a lot to Puerto Rico, Cuba, Santo Domingo I explain 651 

that to them, they are like “Yeah, I kind of heard of that right, lowrider yeah great!” They kinda 652 

understand that, but they really don’t understand it unless you were here in California, you don't 653 

get it, the fight– the lucha [struggle] the movimiento [movement] and all of that. It’s in your 654 

sangre [blood]. It’s in your blood, man. It’s what you do cuz you do the right thing for your 655 

gente [people] and I think that whole thing is really lost. The camaraderie like you said, is really-656 

- lost. 657 

[00:56:03]  658 

Senon: That’s the last of the question is there anything else that you would like to share to leave 659 

behind as your thoughts your ideas about you know what happened to you as you were growing 660 

up becoming part of the consciousness of the Chicano movement and then the trajectory of jobs 661 

and experiences and contacts, and obviously you have a more of an education that a lot of people 662 

have had already with PhD’s that has to do with our community and with the Chicano 663 

experiences. Is there anything that you want to add?  664 

Elizabeth: Yeah, I think we need a museum, I honestly do I think we need in California,  665 

we need to Chicano museum man. I mean cuz-- I’m gonna pass– I can’t tell you how much 666 

artwork I have in my house. I mean tons of artwork, I have a lot of originals of José, you know I 667 

mean I’m just saying just even the archive, but I think that we do need a library to archive this 668 
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actual structure. That’s you know something like Smithsonian or something that can’t be 669 

touched. You know that we can’t go through this board and they buy it up and lose the house and 670 

all of that. But we need something really solid because I know when I pass I wanna give that to 671 

somebody who’s gonna do something with it. You know I have some of the original huelga 672 

[strike] posters that-- you know people tell me “they’re worth this and that.” No, they’re 673 

priceless, you know they’re not worth a dollar amount. They’re priceless, but I think something 674 

to build an educational center would be really–great thing. I really do think that where people 675 

could come in and understand that and see that and reenact the whole and actually not reenact 676 

but reinstate the word Chicano because it’s-- lost. 677 

[00:57:58] 678 

Senon:  Richard Soto was interviewed last year here, and he’s in Stockton you know Richard 679 

Sotio? 680 

Elizabeth: I’d have to see. 681 

Senon: His face was made famous when the Moratorium took place and he was one of those that 682 

was with another Chicano and when– 683 

Elizabeth: When the bomb when he went in there with Corky–   684 

Senon: And the young man died in his arms and he had been a medic as a Vet, so a returning 685 

soldier and he became part of the movement and he was in our classes in the early years, but 686 

when he went to the Moratorium, the cops that were coming at him, he says told him to drop the 687 

kid and to get back and so he was holding him and he just like stayed frozen. He couldn’t drop 688 

him and a photographer went by and took a picture of him. It shows him standing over… 689 

Elizabeth: Oh, that one. 690 
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Senon: That’s Richard Soto. He had a pretty illustrious career and retired, and he says he’s got a 691 

million books and posters.  692 

Elizabeth: That’s what I have all. Oh my, I know. 693 

Senon: He’s really interested in developing a museum of some sort where these things could be 694 

archived– 695 

Elizabeth: Exactly. 696 

Senon: and put on exhibit you and get lectures and speakers and people so he’s thinking about 697 

like exactly like how you’re going– 698 

Elizabeth: And I love to that the whole speaker and all of that cuz somebody actually I work with 699 

most of my friends are artists—and musicians.  700 

[00:59:59]  701 

 And that’s my friends cuz I have to have out. And they say, “You know what Liz, you should 702 

just rent like a little house downtown and just do your lectures and show your artwork and have 703 

it there.” Because I mean I have lots of stuff and just I remember the first time when I went to 704 

Tenochtitlan and I went and I got off the airport. I just get chills now because I’ve never been 705 

there, and I had all those tilinches, como dice mi mamá [souvenirs or knickknacks like my mom 706 

says]. I had all that stuff in my house already and I didn't even understand the impact, but 707 

nothing I just always liked it. I just remember I go to Chicago to museum I’d collect this. I’d 708 

collect that. I mean the Aztec calendars the Mayan calendar. All the different you know 709 

Chicanada? When they would go up there, they would you know stab the heart. I have like all 710 

that I’ve never been to Mexico and I had all in my house, the colors that all of that and I went 711 

and seen it all and I mean just tears came in my eyes. This is me. It's unbelievable, you know and 712 

how they got transferred so far to here. 713 
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Senon: When we get done this next year--, I wanna have a reunion, we gonna figure out some 714 

way to have a reunion of all the people that we’ve interviewed and have them talk a little bit, but 715 

it’s mainly for networking because I think that we need to network. All of us that are now done, 716 

not done, but retired from the principal job that we had, but now comes the big word now comes 717 

the time to consolidate to bring things together to create something that will be here forever and 718 

we have to think of in terms of the new energies that are around, the new people that are around 719 

who have that image already, that dream already. The dream already who can take it and build 720 

on it because everybody I mean all these people that we’ve interviewed have tons and tons of 721 

footage, photographs, posters…  722 

 [01:02:08] 723 

Elizabeth: Exactly. Art. 724 

Senon: regalia. The information is there and there’s no reason why we cannot have except for the 725 

fact that our vision sometimes catches up. When we’re getting tired, when we’re retiring, and 726 

when we’re getting sick. A lot of people that have come through to be interviewed are at the end 727 

of their road. You know they don’t see it anymore. They can’t do it anymore. Their health isn’t 728 

gonna help them, but yet they have so much to give so we gotta tap on that.  729 

Elizabeth: I definitely do--, I totally believe that I was even thinking too cuz I’m gonna retire 730 

from the county probably in a year. So, I still will be pretty young and I’m gonna go to Sac State 731 

full-time. They already told me whenever you want to come over here full-time even if it’s half-732 

time, I don’t care it doesn’t matter, but what I wanted– to do was actually I wanted to-- get all the 733 

Latino/Chicano professors together and start with the alumni and start there because it’s like I go 734 

“where do they meet? When do they..” you know “We kinda don’t meet.”  “What are you talking 735 

about?” All of us that are there and even bring in the older alumni would be great. You know 736 
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because Sac State is a great place to have things and you know that Multicultural Center, you 737 

know I wanna use that place up and those kinds of things that were not utilizing. We’re actually 738 

not utilizing our resources. It’s cuz everybody’s kinda out there and we are getting older. You’re 739 

absolutely right, we are getting older. So, it’s harder for people to get around, but yeah definitely 740 

I would love to talk to him. That’d be fun. 741 

Interviewer: I’m so glad that you’re here– 742 

Elizabeth: Thank you! 743 

Senon: participated in our interview series and I think what you have shared with us and what 744 

comes ahead for you, um will be always a blessing. 745 

Elizabeth: Oh yeah. 746 

Senon: I always have needed that strong energy from Chicanas and we’ve always got them, but 747 

they’re all there with you. I am so glad. 748 

Elizabeth: [laugh] Thank you. 749 

[1:04:04] 750 

END OF TRANSCRIPT 751 
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	BEGIN TRANSCRIPTION 1 
	 [00:00:01] 2 
	Senon: Okay, please state your full name? 3 
	Elizabeth: Elizabeth Contreras 4 
	Senon: Elizabeth Contreras 5 
	Senon: Your birthday? 6 
	Elizabeth: March 17th, 1959. 7 
	Senon: Marital status? 8 
	Elizabeth: Single, solterona [single]. 9 
	Senon: Solterona. So, no children, no? 10 
	Elizabeth: Claro que no! [Of course not!] [laugh] 11 
	Senon: Where were you born and raised? 12 
	Elizabeth: I was actually born in Fresno, California and actually I am like fifth-generation 13 Californian, so we’re the original Californios [Californians] and I moved to Sacramento when I 14 was 15 years old. 15 
	Senon: What did your parents do for living? 16 
	Elizabeth: My mother actually, my mom actually, started out in the fields since she was five 17 years old, picking cotton, picking grapes. We lived in Central Valley, papas [potatoes] the whole 18 thing basically she hated the fields so did my father, so actually her and my dad got married. She 19 actually started working to record store back in the ‘50s when they had all the records and all 20 that. She worked in the Westside of Fresno from there, she went to go work at a really exclusive 21 clothing store
	Senon: Brothers and sisters? 28 
	Elizabeth: I have two brothers, my one brother is a pharmacist, he has a doctorate in pharmacy, 29 married to a pharmacist. My other brother actually is a– he runs a company– like a company for 30 like irrigation type stuff, and he has a bachelor. 31 
	[00:02:01] 32 
	Senon: They still living? 33 
	Elizabeth: Yeah, Yeah.  34 
	Senon: In the Central Valley? 35 
	Elizabeth: No, we all live up here in Sacramento, so we all moved up here to Sacramento. So we 36 moved from Fresno from the barrio to Orangevale, California which was a culture shock for us. 37 Basically, because you know we were just finally lowriders and our cars and we were in 38 Orangevale with just about 3% Latino probably 5 now because our family grew cuz they all live 39 there, but it is basically not a lot of Latinos. 40 
	Senon: Can you describe a little bit more about your experiences as child growing up? 41 
	Elizabeth: So basically, we grew up my father was very involved in the Chicano Movement in 42 Fresno, so my cousins were in the Brown Berets and my dad went to an all-Black school which 43 is Edison. So, he actually knew a lot of the African American men that were also in the Black 44 Panthers. So, my dad kinda had the movimiento [movement] on both the Black, African 45 American side and Black Civil Right stuff and also the Latino with the Brown Berets. So 46 basically, we grew up. I’m the oldest of 37 gran
	[00:04:05] 56 
	So we would like make food for César, you know, we knew all about the marches in Fresno. So 57 in Fresno we were already involved in the marches. We knew Luis Váldez. We used to see Luis 58 Váldez when he had a little church in Fresno before he even got big and he had this church that 59 he would actually practices his plays in, and we would go on Friday nights and sometimes we’re 60 the only people as family we were the only family in the whole thing watching so we’ve seen 61 every single teatro [theater] 
	[00:05:59] 77 
	 My father just looked at him goes, “son, cuz where they live there’s no sun” and he goes “oh 78 okay” and it was like a squashed, which was really cool and just really– understanding later on I 79 understand the impact of the Kennedy movement, and César, and Dolores, and all of them. We 80 were, in rooms with them, when they were having meetings as a little kid and so we grow up, 81 and I grew up, in all that era. So, when a moved to Sacramento, it was a natural transition to 82 actually be involved here i
	Senon: Where did you complete your community college? 88 
	Elizabeth: So, I went to American River College, so I got my AA and at American River, I was 89 actually very involved in the MEChA. So, in the MEChA that was me right away I was involved 90 in MEChA, and I was also their Extended Opportunity Program Services Recruiter. So, my first 91 year I was recruiting out in Del Paso Heights and the places that nobody wanted to go to, the 92 other students didn’t want to go there, and I said I’ll take the Heights. It didn’t matter to me and I 93 loved it, so [indistin
	[00:08:02] 101 
	but it was more like a cultural in terms of I don’t know how to explain it, like we had a thirst for 102 it in LA it was there so that was really nice. So basically yeah, went to the play there and that 103 was a big highlight in my era. From there, actually what happened is the late Isabel Serna 104 recruited me to come work for Student Affirmative Action Program at Sac State. So, when I 105 transferred 106 
	Senon: What year was that? 107 
	Elizabeth: That was actually 1979. So, I graduated in ‘79 and so the fall of ‘79 I started at Sac 108 State, and she recruited me to come work for her. Her and Paul I guess they had talked about me, 109 and she was so sweet and caring that she wanted me to come and work for her and do some 110 really innovated things which I did, just to get it. Actually, the real movement during that time 111 too with the MEChA and all that was to get more Chicanos into school and so you know when I 112 went to Sac State, 
	Senon: Question number three is asking about the Mexican American Education Project, but you 118 weren’t in that–  119 
	Elizabeth: No, I wasn’t in it. No. 120 
	Senon: In your college years you have taken some cultural classes and did those give you an 121 orientation for you know how the movement was going on or what was going on within the 122 movement. 123 
	[00:10:00] 124 
	Elizabeth: Actually, at American River College I took some cultural classes there, but to me it 125 was pretty whitewashed at American River College. From there, I went to Sac State and I met 126 Dr. Sam Rios and I was just like enthralled with all the information, and everything that he had 127 in terms of the cultural aspects about how Latinos even got to– the Americas from the 128 anthropological kind of philosophy that was really cool. I mean never thought about all these 129 Latinos coming the Bering S
	Senon: Tony Gonzales is he passed already- 141 
	Elizabeth: Tony Gonzales, he passed, yeah 142 
	Senon: We have been trying to find other people that have the experience of working with 143 lowriders we are…(overlapping talk) 144 
	Elizabeth: I can probably– a lot of them are passed, a lot of them died pretty young, but I can 145 probably get some people for you. Cars whatever you need.  146 
	Senon: Yeah, so the question was asking about cultural issues if the courses in cultural 147 Anthropology have given you sort of a broader view on understanding what was going on in the 148 Chicano Movement. 149 
	[00:12:11] 150 
	Elizabeth: Definitively, yeah it really added the whole– I think it was a historical component and 151 then also just the fact that you know my dad begin so involved. We are always in San Francisco, 152 where I have cousins that live in East LA, in Logan Heights, right there in San Diego so we were 153 always kind of like it’s just kinda natural for us and my dad always was gonna go to– a meeting 154 or some movimiento [movement] or something like that was always going on. So, I got to really 155 witness a 
	Senon: What is a legacy way, way back, the question is: what the first instance of when was it 166 that you first became attracted to the Chicano Movement? And that would take it way back. 167 
	Elizabeth: I’ll be like 3th or 4th grade. Matter of fact, I was gonna bring my Chicano power 168 patches cuz I still have them and some of the original huelga [strike] posters that I have. I still 169 have them framed in my house. Um yeah, so we knew then by 7th grade, it was like we are 170 already Chicanos. 171 
	[00:14:08] 172 
	And that word Chicano was also a bone of contention, of course, cuz my mom was a mexicana 173 [Mexican] even though she was like you know original Californian. She just really was against 174 that word and my father just explained to us that it was somebody who is like a political and 175 activist and somebody who had education behind them and who took this word that supposedly 176 meant Indio [Indian] or lower than and kind of took it to a higher level. So, we were always 177 proud of the word Chicano.  17
	Senon: That is great! And the civil right movement you were also very involved in that, early on. 179 
	 Elizabeth: Very involved! And then actually seeing it kind of come to volition [might have 180 meant fruition] in terms of my father being the Affirmative Action Officer and him, you know 181 used to work up and down the state. I remember him telling me you know, “I am in East LA” 182 and it’s 1969 or ‘70 and he would say, “there is like 4% Latinos and they’re all janitors.” That 183 was it, like in East LA. Really? So, he would do a lot of the recruitment and efforts down there 184 like he’d go to UCLA an
	Senon: That’s right! 191 
	Elizabeth: And I think that’s forgotten.  192 
	Interviewer: Did your involvement of the Chicano Movement change you personally? 193 
	Elizabeth: Yeah. It didn’t even seem like it changed me, it seems like that is what I always was. 194 You know it’s kinda of like with my grandma begin very involved in the comité patriotico 195 [Patriotic Committee] there in Fresno and us, it’s who we are–  to me it was who I was always. 196 
	[00:16:06] 197 
	My brother, my brother that is a pharmacist. I think he is getting it now that he is older, but you 198 know, but yeah, it was always just who we were. 199 
	Senon: Who were to define you from the very beginning–  200 
	Elizabeth: Yeah, from the very beginning. 201 
	Senon: Role of women in the movimiento [movement]. What role do you believe Chicanas 202 played in the movement? 203 
	Elizabeth: I think that we were, we did– I mean Dolores I just– admired her so much that she was 204 right there– always with Cesar, right there with the meetings. I know a lot women got flacked for 205 being involved, you know being out late at night, and being out all hours are leaving their kids 206 and all of that. But it’s kind of like you know the men did it. And if the women did it, I think  207 they got a little bit of flack for it, but at the same time they were doing they were the trail blazers 20
	Senon: Let see if we can go a little deeper into that as a young woman growing up in the home 216 and the surroundings that you did you had a different orientation or you didn’t have the doubts or 217 the questions or the issues that held you back from assuming roles that were there, but other 218 women that you encountered as you were going into college. How did you see them or how did 219 they can you explore that how they saw themselves, the barriers the challenges that they had? 220 
	[00:18:09] 221 
	Elizabeth: That is an excellent question! And I was thinking about that as you were talking so 222 many things banged around my head, but basically, I grew up as the oldest. So, I grew up 223 cooking and cleaning. I could cook a whole dinner by the time I was in 4th and 5th grade. I mean, 224 I know how to cook, I know how to clean, I know how to take care of a house, everything. My 225 mother made me super responsible cuz she always worked. So what happened is that I would 226 babysit kids. I would do all 
	[00:20:03] 244 
	but I was just really inquiring about the world and I think a lot of women even to this day they’re 245 afraid—to travel, they’re afraid to go places or eat alone or do things like that. And I think a lot 246 of that comes from our old school tradition, you know, and I think it is a barrier, but it’s also part 247 of the tradition, which is really important to protect your family, and protect your children. But I 248 think I made a decision early on that children were never going to be in my life and I had 
	Senon: I think that answers it, I think sometimes it’s misunderstood. The behavior of a quiet 254 submissive young woman of Mexican descent as somebody who has no dreams or who has no 255 aspirations beyond the close world that she came from, but I have an idea that there is a lot more 256 there, but the barriers are very severe and they’re so ingrained that unless in the movement where 257 there’s a lot people and they’re all encouraging you and they’re inviting you and they’re giving 258 you things to do 
	 Elizabeth: Absolutely. 260 
	Senon:  And that new you once you discover it can never be contained, but I think women faced 261 that. In my memory when I started teaching in ’69 a lot of Chicanas were coming through very, 262 very much the way that you described in a very controlled from a culture that confined them and 263 defined them what their life was to be. 264 
	[00:22:11] 265 
	And yet by the time four years had gone by they had changed and they were the most outspoken, 266 the most aggressive, the most involved. Yeah, they did the kitchen things, but they were out 267 there, and you know you couldn’t stop them. We would go to a meeting of some kind and they 268 would be very cruciferous, very vocal, very aggressive in their stands for Chicanos that profiled 269 as being leaders here and there and la raya [the line] they would kind of like not be there, and 270 they would be the w
	[00:23:02] 273 
	Elizabeth: Yeah absolutely, you’re right. It’s like they needed models– that was really difficult 274 because they’re far and few between in terms of the female role models that were moving 275 towards. But a lot of Latinas a lot of Chicanas would kinda– they would kinda clomp on to me, 276 you know and I said the alcahueta [go-between] [laugh] come on let’s do this, let’s explore. 277 
	Senon: The next question asks about what did you personally initiate or help initiate in the 278 movimiento Chicano [Chicano Movement]?  279 
	Elizabeth: Yeah, I think some of my first was actually being really super involved at the MEChA 280 at American River College, where we would have Cinco de Mayo weeks. Where actually, and I 281 know they said that City College had it, but no AR did it, but I actually had, at American River 282 College, had the first lowrider car show, and it was all part of a recruitment effort. They were 283 Chicanos kids out there that never even been to a University or college or anything. So, it was 284 like “Come on an
	[00:24:08] 286 
	You know up on the grass and stuff, and it was amazing. I think I remember we had like 55 cars 287 and we have to stop. Lorenzo Patiño was actually one of the judges. So he’s good friends with 288 my father, the late Lorenzo Patiño, and it was actually one of the first Chicano judges. Anyways, 289 he was one of the judges and my father and some other folks that he had been in the movement 290 and it was just a wonderful event and after that [Sacramento] City [College] had it and then I had 291 another one a
	[00:26:06] 309 
	That you know that you said big voice, very confident never in a million years did I think that 310 that would happen, but it did and then that’s what’s real important. I remember one time working 311 for UC Davis and tears come to my eyes. I work for UC Davis for their extension for Health and 312 Human Services and I remember teaching mental health and alcohol and drug and all these 313 classes that I would teach and there was a Chicanita in Fresno and she goes “Come here. I want 314 to talk to you.” And 
	[00:28:04] 333 
	And I know that it took a lot of inner strength and knowledge and professionalism to win them 334 over, but it happens–and I think cuz they're shocked to see you. Yeah. So I think that was real, 335 but when you go with your gente [people] that's the part that's really, really fun because they're 336 able to see you. I cannot tell you how many Chicanos/Latinos that I have mentored and called 337 and don’t even recognize and they’ll tell me…I have right now because I work for drug and 338 alcohol. There's a 
	[00:30:04] 356 
	Senon: Is Mi Casa still going on? 357 
	Elizabeth: The Mi Casa? you know what Mi Casa just got–terminated last year because of 358 funding, but they're looking at trying to bring it back in another aspect, but yeah Paul–yeah, we 359 work with them though with the Mexican American I think they call it something else… Alcohol 360 Program. Yeah, that Cruz Reynoso started. 361 
	Senon: Yeah, I worked with them for many years back. Let’s go back to the lowriders–Who are 362 they? What is that about? What is going on that that made it such a big part of the movement, the 363 Chicano Movement? 364 
	Elizabeth:  First of all, it was a joke in our family that I was conceived in a lowrider [laughs]. In 365 a 50 Chevy, so I always knew that as I was a kid that was just off the thing and it was something 366 pretty interesting. Of course, cuz they are big cars my mom and dad hooked up or whatever, but 367 anyway they're still together now you know 60 years later. But anyway, but really interesting is 368 that it was all in Fresno. It was kind of my dad had a lowrider and it was just what it was, and I 369 t
	[00:32:03] 377 
	Especially, here in California, it was an extension of self. You know we were gonna get in our 378 car. We were gonna get in our ranfla [car]. We’re gonna get with you know the most beautiful 379 the most beautiful jaina [woman] that was gonna be next to us, and we’re gonna cruise and have 380 a good time. Of course, there’s a lot of envidia [envy], we have in our culture, which is too bad, 381 but I think the artful part was something that really went to a whole other level. The Lowrider 382 magazine reall
	Senon: It’s something that needs a lot more airing out, a lot of publicity, a lot more information 397 for people to come to a better understanding what is involved and it’s like you’re saying it’s 398 more than a car.  399 
	[00:34:05] 400 
	There’s an identity to that car, there’s an identity to the person that is in that car, an identity to 401 the person that decorates them, that fixes them, that keeps them moving, they’re all older cars 402 you know a mostly got them all slicked up and so there’s something about the person, about the 403 creativity of the person– 404 
	Elizabeth: Absolutely. 405 
	Senon: that needs to be kept in mind when a person judges–  406 
	Elizabeth: Yeah. 407 
	Senon: You know that this isn’t just anybody and you’re a lowrider. You have to have a level of 408 creativity and the mindset that is clever enough, and mechanical enough, and technical enough 409 and there you go. You got all the ingredients for high tech kind of you know endeavors, 410 industries and whatever, so we got probably some of our– better technicians and scientists 411 involved beginning as lowriders– 412 
	Elizabeth: Exactly. 413 
	Senon: They just get–to a certain point, and then the stigma holds them rather than because 414 there’s a lack of understanding as to what’s involved, so I have a real strong interest in figuring 415 out how to bring more people in that can talk about and bring that info that we need so that the 416 next generation doesn’t go through that judging again and putting down and you know but rather 417 looks at them as here are young people and older people who have a background that we can tap 418 on to for the 
	Elizabeth: Exactly. 420 
	Senon: The next stage, the next generation of people that we need in this society, you know they 421 have something to contribute.  422 
	Elizabeth: Yeah. My brother still has his 54 Chevy. So yeah, they stole my 64 it was so sad, but 423 they stole mine and he still has it cuz we had matching low riders and it was like we moved to 424 the Orangevale and my mom was like, “I don’t know if you could drive these cars out here.” 425 We’re like “Ahhh,” but good. 426 
	[00:36:11] 427 
	Senon: Did the Movimiento Chicano [Chicano Movement] raise your consciousness along social 428 cultural and political lines? Those are the questions, but… 429 
	Elizabeth: Oh definitely, yeah but socially definitely in terms of the whole movement that was 430 going on and understanding the– I mean, just really understanding RCAF and their creativity and 431 everything they did here in Sacramento and affirmative action and definitely all of that it 432 influenced my entire– the rest of my life. I'm trying to explain a Cubano [Cuban] what 433 Chicanism [sic] is. Very interesting, I had a lot of fun time doing that. Yeah. 434 
	Senon: Yeah, so it seems like from what I'm understanding from the very beginning from the 435 time that you were very small, you are already being made aware of the social ramifications and 436 cultural political. So, you’ve had a good experience coming up– 437 
	Elizabeth: Yeah, very unique. I think it’s pretty unique. 438 
	Senon:  How do you think the Chicano Movement impacted your career your selection of a 439 career? 440 
	Elizabeth: Yeah, for a while there when I was doing all the lowrider car shows for free and doing 441 all the stuff of running around the San Jose to LA, you know my mom was like, “Ahhh, you’re 442 wasting your time,” but my dad was like “No, you’re not, you know you're getting out there and 443 you're learning.” I learned how to organize, I learned how to fundraise, I learned how to do all 444 kinds of different things. And I think that with all of with all that that movement and everything 445 in mentorin
	[00:38:06:] 450 
	Senon: Yeah. That's what I'm trying to get is like how the movement affected your career?  How 451 you developed it? How it’s gone because you’ve done so many things.  452 
	Elizabeth: I have done so many things and I think I mean I can't even tell you how many things I 453 mean I could, but it's a lot but I'm basically just really 20 years have all been front line work. So 454 basically, my career has all been front line where I worked in the Juvenile Hall in the--foster 455 homes with all these Chicanito kids. I worked at Project Maestras as a bilingual teacher. I 456 worked in recruiting for colleges and universities and then went to go work as a welfare worker. 457 When I w
	Senon: So, looking at all those areas of work and experiences must have shown you areas that 464 still need a lot of work that a lot of issues that are not resolved that need resolution. What would 465 some of those be? 466 
	Elizabeth: I think a big part of some of that would be the identity of what is a Chicano of what is 467 a Latino. I have kids that come into my classes that tell me things like, “It's not a good time to be 468 a Mexican.” And I go, “When is it a good time, you know?” [laugh], I just flip it, has it ever been 469 a good time, you know. 470 
	[00:40:06] 471 
	And so those kinds of things that I think the cultural identity now with all the technology and 472 Facebook and all that is that people don't really-- want to identify. It's that shame and that hatred 473 has come back to such a– God like a horrific point where I'm just like man, I can't even believe 474 some of the some of the things. I go into the Central Valley and I remember right this one man 475 his name was José Hernández and he's like, ”I'm Josie Hernandez [in an Anglicized the voice] 476 and don't
	[00:42:05] 492 
	 So, I think there's a lot of– that. I think with jobs education, we’re 1.9% with a PhD. I mean 493 we’re less than 1% as a professor, if you look nationally as a professor at a university, so when 494 students do come in and say, “Are you really the teacher?” They really mean it cuz they haven’t 495 seen them. You know that is the bottom line and when I tell them that they just look at me. “Oh, 496 that cannot be.” It is like it is, tell me other Chicanas professors you have over here.   497 
	Senon: Sac State has lost a lot.  498 
	Elizabeth: We have and they're not rehiring them. Nope, they’re not. Yup. 499 
	Senon: I have an idea that the connection with the community got lost–sometime way back. 500 
	Elizabeth: It did, it got lost. 501 
	Senon: Therefore the reconfirmation, the reaffirmation, the feedback that you need it's not there. 502 So, when you’re in trouble up there, you have no support–  503 
	Elizabeth: Exactly.  504 
	Senon: You have no community. Nobody else knows about you and if you go down there trying 505 to elicit support, they don’t know you. I mean what’s…you’re not gonna get it and I think that 506 the Chicano Movement when we were actively– 507 
	Elizabeth: and Strong. 508 
	Senon: doing things we had that connection with community and who we were up there was one 509 and the closer you came and making it a reality the better the experience was if you did it by 510 yourself, it’s not a good–thing  511 
	Elizabeth: And you still can’t. I mean I just like you, said that community connection. We’re in 512 Fresno and we moved to Sacramento. We already knew about the Montoya’s. I mean my brother 513 played in in the band and in the Casindo [Trio Casindio, Royal Chicano Air Force]--band, we 514 knew Richard Montoya and all of that. I mean it was just an automatic connection. 515 
	[00:44:06] 516 
	And we just happen to live in the same neighborhood. We went to the same high school and 517 that’s that connection. Always you grow up with families you grow up in terms of the second, 518 third generation and then not only that they’re there for your work or for your job or anything. 519 Now, you're up there. You got a problem, good luck buddy. Good luck because no one’s gonna 520 have your back on that one.  521 
	Senon: Oscar Salinas and some of the other poets that came out of Fresno. Are they still around? 522 
	Elizabeth: Oscar Salinas, um who’s the other one? 523 
	Senon: Oscar Salinas, yeah I forget… 524 
	Elizabeth: That one artist that's my dad's friend that when all the original lowrider, one of the 525 original ones that started the lowrider movement not Louie the Foot. Oh God, I forget his name. 526 It’ll come to me, but he’s awesome. If you could ever talk to him. He’s in Fresno. He’s a 527 professor, art professor. What is his name? Everybody whenever I talk to people [indistinct] 528 
	Senon: If you ever think his name, or, not ever, but– when you think of his name.  529 
	Elizabeth: I will think of his name. I’ll let you know– 530 
	Senon: Give a call and let me know– 531 
	Elizabeth: He’s an artist. He used to paint and spray all the cars back in the day and stuff. My 532 dad told how he used to do that, but he’s an artist now, everybody knows him at Fresno State. He 533 is a professor. 534 
	Senon: It was Oscar Salinas that was a poet and he came up and he did a lot poetry readings over 535 here with Olivia Castellano. 536 
	Elizabeth: Oh yeah.  537 
	Senon: The Escritores del Quinto Sol [Writers of the Fifth Sun], or something like that– 538 
	Elizabeth: Yeah, Quinto Sol [Fifth Sun]. 539 
	Senon: Escritores [writers] that they used to have the big talleres [workshops]. Listen, there 540 would be an exchange of poets open down the San Joaquin Valley, but especially in Modesto 541 and Fresno they used to come up. I got a call from one of them some time back saying he was 542 interested in what we’re doing and if they could participate and I said, yeah, we're right now 543 focused here in Sacramento. 544 
	[00:46:08] 545 
	But I’d like to see how we can identify and invite people to come out and so we’ll see how that 546 develops. 547 
	Senon:  That one man he’d be really interesting. He's the artist. Yeah, he's real. My dad said, he 548 was the one that they used to chop the tops up off of the cars and all that yeah--, he used to tell 549 me how they used to lower him with bricks [laugh]. They know all that [indistinctive] yeah they 550 know all that great stuff so okay. 551 
	Senon: Community life here in Sacramento changed because of the Chicano Movement tell 552 me about that. What is your perception?  553 
	Elizabeth: Very active in the community in the ‘70s and ‘80s here with the marches and with just 554 really doing the big community events for-- education, I think you mean changing in terms of 555 that it's gone down since the 2000s yeah, you know everything now you need permits. There's a 556 lot of barriers you know you need permits. You can’t people used to cruise her way to William 557 Land Park you can't do that anymore, you know they took it away. So, it just seemed like 558 anytime that Latinos/Chic
	[00:48:05] 570 
	 You know whenever we do something in the community, “here comes trouble.” Even the 571 lowriders now, they tell me, “Oh we go out and we do events but we can't call it lowrider. We 572 gotta call it ‘50s car show or ‘60s car show, but all our lowriders are gonna go, but we can't say 573 that now.” Because the people even though they're all lowriders, they can't say that. Those kinds 574 of things that just kind of I don't know if you wanna call it, white wash or just when you get 575 something and you just
	Senon: Right. There needs to be that leadership well after we get done, I have another question 587 for you. Many people in the movement have passed away. Unfortunately, when we started this 588 we found out we had 99 of the activists we could easily identify from the Sacramento area had 589 already passed this was in 2013 so in 2014 came more people got sick and the Alzheimer's, the 590 dementia, whatever, heart attack, whatever. 591 
	[00:50:04] 592 
	In 2015 and you know the same thing it’s a lot of people are going so the need to record the 593 histories and to get that like archived. So that, at least there's a place where people can go and get 594 that information and discover what actually took place from the people who did it, you know like 595 people that try to write about something that they heard… 596 
	Elizabeth: Exactly. 597 
	Senon: But who were the people that you will keep always in mind or who you believe played a 598 big role in this? 599 
	Elizabeth: In the movement was José Montoya, Luis Váldez, César Chávez, my father for 600 introducing me to it, my grandmother for introducing me to it, to the movement. I think also like 601 Corky Gonzales when I went, we went down for the Chicano Movement. The moratorium for the 602 10 year just Dolores Huerta. I mean all the RCAF here from Sacramento, Cruz Reynoso–that 603 was judge still talk to him just had him do a big conference the other day. Also, Lorenzo Patiño I 604 mean we’re just all like we’d 
	[00:52:04] 612 
	Senon: How about community people? 613 
	Elizabeth: Community people well like the community person like I know the whole...  614 
	Senon: Like El Concilio the Washington Neighborhood Center. 615 
	Elizabeth: Oh okay there was, yeah the Washington Neighborhood Center–  and also the 616 Concilio here. They have a Concilio in Galt. They had the like the MAAP [Mexican American 617 Alcohol Program] which is Mexican American drug program was real big that we still utilize 618 now. All the MEChA’s. The MEChA’s were just like to me they were the hub. We all used to 619 have the UC Davis, Sac State we would actually do events together all of us Sac State, UC 620 Davis, AR, and [Sacramento] City. So, we would 
	[00:54:00] 635 
	Senon: Yeah. What do you think are some of the current or future challenges for the Chicano 636 community? 637 
	Elizabeth: The future challenges is education is actually upward mobility I think that's huge in 638 terms of and really staying with identity because once you make it, I have a master's degree, once 639 you make it's like you've arrived and you don't have to be like that anymore and it's like the sense 640 of like, “Well, you don't have to do that stuff anymore because you’ve made it now.” And it’s 641 like, “Do what? This is part of me.” “You don't have to act like you're so Mexican or so Latino.” 642 I s
	[00:56:03]  658 
	Senon: That’s the last of the question is there anything else that you would like to share to leave 659 behind as your thoughts your ideas about you know what happened to you as you were growing 660 up becoming part of the consciousness of the Chicano movement and then the trajectory of jobs 661 and experiences and contacts, and obviously you have a more of an education that a lot of people 662 have had already with PhD’s that has to do with our community and with the Chicano 663 experiences. Is there anyth
	Elizabeth: Yeah, I think we need a museum, I honestly do I think we need in California,  665 
	we need to Chicano museum man. I mean cuz-- I’m gonna pass– I can’t tell you how much 666 artwork I have in my house. I mean tons of artwork, I have a lot of originals of José, you know I 667 mean I’m just saying just even the archive, but I think that we do need a library to archive this 668 actual structure. That’s you know something like Smithsonian or something that can’t be 669 touched. You know that we can’t go through this board and they buy it up and lose the house and 670 all of that. But we need s
	[00:57:58] 678 
	Senon:  Richard Soto was interviewed last year here, and he’s in Stockton you know Richard 679 Sotio? 680 
	Elizabeth: I’d have to see. 681 
	Senon: His face was made famous when the Moratorium took place and he was one of those that 682 was with another Chicano and when– 683 
	Elizabeth: When the bomb when he went in there with Corky–   684 
	Senon: And the young man died in his arms and he had been a medic as a Vet, so a returning 685 soldier and he became part of the movement and he was in our classes in the early years, but 686 when he went to the Moratorium, the cops that were coming at him, he says told him to drop the 687 kid and to get back and so he was holding him and he just like stayed frozen. He couldn’t drop 688 him and a photographer went by and took a picture of him. It shows him standing over… 689 
	Elizabeth: Oh, that one. 690 
	Senon: That’s Richard Soto. He had a pretty illustrious career and retired, and he says he’s got a 691 million books and posters.  692 
	Elizabeth: That’s what I have all. Oh my, I know. 693 
	Senon: He’s really interested in developing a museum of some sort where these things could be 694 archived– 695 
	Elizabeth: Exactly. 696 
	Senon: and put on exhibit you and get lectures and speakers and people so he’s thinking about 697 like exactly like how you’re going– 698 
	Elizabeth: And I love to that the whole speaker and all of that cuz somebody actually I work with 699 most of my friends are artists—and musicians.  700 
	[00:59:59]  701 
	 And that’s my friends cuz I have to have out. And they say, “You know what Liz, you should 702 just rent like a little house downtown and just do your lectures and show your artwork and have 703 it there.” Because I mean I have lots of stuff and just I remember the first time when I went to 704 Tenochtitlan and I went and I got off the airport. I just get chills now because I’ve never been 705 there, and I had all those tilinches, como dice mi mamá [souvenirs or knickknacks like my mom 706 says]. I had all
	Senon: When we get done this next year--, I wanna have a reunion, we gonna figure out some 714 way to have a reunion of all the people that we’ve interviewed and have them talk a little bit, but 715 it’s mainly for networking because I think that we need to network. All of us that are now done, 716 not done, but retired from the principal job that we had, but now comes the big word now comes 717 the time to consolidate to bring things together to create something that will be here forever and 718 we have to
	 [01:02:08] 723 
	Elizabeth: Exactly. Art. 724 
	Senon: regalia. The information is there and there’s no reason why we cannot have except for the 725 fact that our vision sometimes catches up. When we’re getting tired, when we’re retiring, and 726 when we’re getting sick. A lot of people that have come through to be interviewed are at the end 727 of their road. You know they don’t see it anymore. They can’t do it anymore. Their health isn’t 728 gonna help them, but yet they have so much to give so we gotta tap on that.  729 
	Elizabeth: I definitely do--, I totally believe that I was even thinking too cuz I’m gonna retire 730 from the county probably in a year. So, I still will be pretty young and I’m gonna go to Sac State 731 full-time. They already told me whenever you want to come over here full-time even if it’s half-732 time, I don’t care it doesn’t matter, but what I wanted– to do was actually I wanted to-- get all the 733 Latino/Chicano professors together and start with the alumni and start there because it’s like I go 7
	Interviewer: I’m so glad that you’re here– 742 
	Elizabeth: Thank you! 743 
	Senon: participated in our interview series and I think what you have shared with us and what 744 comes ahead for you, um will be always a blessing. 745 
	Elizabeth: Oh yeah. 746 
	Senon: I always have needed that strong energy from Chicanas and we’ve always got them, but 747 they’re all there with you. I am so glad. 748 
	Elizabeth: [laugh] Thank you. 749 
	[1:04:04] 750 
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